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This is an appeal by the owner, Hyde Park Associates, and by the New York State Division

of Housing and Community Renewal (hereinafter "State Division") from different parts of a

judgment of the Supreme Court (Lonschein, J.) rendered on November 13, 1986 and entered on

November 16, 1986, which, upon reargument, was adhered to by Order of the Supreme Court

rendered on April 10, 1987 and entered on April 14, 1987 (the court also issued a decision in the

matter dated September 29, 1986).  The decision and judgment (1) dismissed the Article 78 petition

of the owner, Hyde Park Associates, the Petitioner-Appellant, which sought to annul a determination

of the State Division finding that the owner had decreased required services; and (2) granted the

Article 78 petition of the tenants of Hyde Park Gardens, the Petitioners-Cross-Appellants, which

sought a remand of the proceeding to the State Division to obtain a rent reduction.

COUNTER-STATEMENT OF THE QUESTIONS PRESENTED

1. Was there a rational basis for the State Division's determination that the removal of

outer door locks by the owner constituted a decrease in required services?

The court below answered in the affirmative.

2.   Was there a rational basis for the State Division's determination that a rent reduction in

the instant case was not warranted?

The court below answered in the negative.

STATEMENT OF THE NATURE OF THE CASE

The Rent Stabilization Law and Code require owners of rent stabilized building to maintain

required services, which by definition include protective services.

The record in this case includes three full days of administrative hearings, inspection reports,
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and many submissions from both the owner and the tenants1.  

After considering all of the evidence of record, the agency found as fact that the removal of

the outer door locks from the many buildings in the Hyde Park Gardens complex constituted a

decrease in required services under the Rent Stabilization Law and Code and directed the owner to

restore the locks.  However, the agency held that under the unique facts in this case, including the

owner's bona fide and costly efforts at improving the complex, no reduction in rent was warranted.

It is well settled that the function of a court in reviewing administrative determinations is

limited.  A court may not substitute its judgment for that of the agency where the evidence is

conflicting and room for choice exists.  The judicial function is exhausted if the administrative

determination has a rational basis and is not arbitrary and capricious.  As this brief makes manifest,

the determination in the instant case fully meets that test.  The decision of the court below should

be affirmed, insofar as it affirmed the State Division's finding of decreased services, and reversed

insofar as it remanded the proceeding to the State Division to set a rent reduction.

COUNTER-STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

This proceeding involves the 28 acre, 746 unit garden apartment complex in Queens, known

as Hyde Park Gardens.  The proceeding commenced when various tenants filed complaints of a

decrease of services alleging, among other things, that the locks on the outer entrance doors to their

buildings had been removed, and mail slots installed on the apartment entrance doors, resulting in

a decrease in security.  

     1 The administrative record was contained in two boxes submitted to the Supreme Court,
Queens County, one of which was misplaced by the Court and could not be found after extensive
and diligent search by the Division.  The Division submits that the extant record, including the
remaining box of documents and hearing tapes, and the Petitioner-Appellant's Record on Appeal,
is sufficient for proper review of this proceeding by the Appellate Division. 
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The landlord answered the tenant's complaints stating that the complex had undergone

substantial renovation, including, among other things, installation of an intercom system.  Based on

an inspection of the premises, the District Rent Administrator issued Orders directing the owner to

restore the outer door locks.  In response the landlord filed Petitions for Administrative Review

(hereinafter "PARs") challenging the Administrator's determination.  After extensive proceedings,

including three fulls days of hearings, the Commissioner affirmed the Administrator's determination

stating, among other things that:

The Commissioner further notes that at a time when security is of
paramount importance, the installation of a vestibule intercom is not
an adequate substitute for the removal of a lock on an entrance door
to a building, the first line of defense against an intruder.

(Record on Appeal, p. 84) (The Court is respectfully referred to the Deputy Commissioner's Order

and Opinion (Record on Appeal, pp. 75-85) for additional details regarding the administrative

proceedings)

The Deputy Commissioner's final Order and Opinion was challenged in Article 78

proceedings by both the tenants and owner of the subject apartment complex.  The proceedings were

consolidated by the court below for purposes of the decision but their motions to intervene in each

others' proceeding was denied by the court.  (Record on Appeal, pp. 67, 312, 316)  Upon judicial

review, the court below denied the owner's petition which sought to annul the Commissioner's Order

finding a decrease in services, and, in granting the tenant's petition, directed a remand of the

proceeding to the State Division for the sole purpose of determining the amount of rent reduction

to the tenants. (Record on Appeal, p. 68)
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ARGUMENT

POINT I

THE STATE DIVISION'S DETERMINATION THAT THE
REMOVAL OF OUTER DOOR LOCKS IN EACH OF THE
BUILDINGS IN THE COMPLEX CONSTITUTED A DECREASE
IN REQUIRED SERVICES HAS A RATIONAL BASIS IN THE
RECORD.  ACCORDINGLY, THE DETERMINATION IS ENTI-
TLED TO JUDICIAL AFFIRMANCE.

Under the Rent Stabilization Law (Section 26-514, N.Y.C. Admin. Code) an owner is

required to maintain required services, including security, at the level provided on May 31, 1968. 

Section 2(m) of the former Rent Stabilization Code (under which this matter was decided) defines

required services in the following manner2:

(m) "Required Services": - (1) That space and those services which
were furnished for the dwelling unit on May 31, 1968, and all
additional services provided or required to be provided thereafter or
with respect to a building subject to the RSL pursuant to Section 421
of the Real Property Tax Law, the date of issuance of the permanent
Certificate of Occupancy and all additional services provided or
required to be provided thereafter.  These shall to the extent so
furnished or required to be furnished, include repairs, decorating and
maintenance, the furnishing of light, heat, hot and cold water,
telephone, elevator service, removal of refuse and janitorial services
and ancillary services including but not limited to garage space and
service, protective services and recreational facilities; . . .

(emphasis added)

The courts have repeatedly held that it is for the administrative agency to determine what

constitutes a required service or a curtailment of such a service.  In Matter of Fresh Meadows

Associates v. Conciliation and Appeals Board, 88 Misc.2d 1003, 390 N.Y.S.2d 351 (Sup. Ct., N.Y.

Co., 1976), aff'd, 55 A.D.2d 599, 390 N.Y.S.2d 69 (1st Dept. 1976), aff'd, 42 N.Y.2d 927, 397

     2  A landlord's legal obligation to maintain required services remains the same under the
amended Rent Stabilization Code, 9 NYCRR §2520.6(r), effective May 1, 1987.
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N.Y.S.2d 1007 (1977), the Court of Appeals affirmed the ruling of Mr. Justice Nadel which stated

that:

The question of what constitutes a required service presents a factual
issue which is to be determined by the respondent administrative
agency.  (Matter of Sherwood Associates v. Conciliation and Appeals
Board, N.Y.L.J., 9/22/71, p. 2, col. 3).

Similarly, in Oriental Boulevard v. Conciliation and Appeals Board, 92 A.D.2d 470, 459

N.Y.S.2d 50, (1st Dept. 1983), aff'd, 60 N.Y.2d 633, 467 N.Y.S.2d 355 (1983), the Court of Appeals

affirmed the ruling of the Appellate State Division which stated that:

Factual issues are to be determined by the respondent administrative
agency (Matter of Fresh Meadows Associates v. Conciliation and
Appeals Board, 88 Misc.2d 1003, 390 N.Y.S.2d 351, aff'd, 55 A.D.2d
599, 390 N.Y.S.2d 69, aff'd, 42 N.Y.2d 927, 397 N.Y.S.2d 1007, 366
N.E.2d 1361), and where the determination has a rational basis, must
be upheld by the courts (Matter of Pell v. Board of Education, 34
N.Y.2d 222, 230-231, 356 N.Y.S.2d 833, 313 N.E.2d 321).

In the instant case the owner had provided outer door locks on the base date.  Those locks

were subsequently removed and the tenants complained to the agency.  In response to those

complaints the owner contended that security had actually been strengthened by removing the locks. 

After conducting three full days of hearings in which both the owner and the tenants were

represented by counsel, were afforded the opportunity to introduce evidence, to present witnesses

and to cross-examine adverse witnesses, the agency found that the removal of the outer door locks

constituted a proscribed modification of a required service:

Based on the entire record, including the testimony taken over the
course of three days of hearings, the Commissioner finds that the
complex-wide improvements do not constitute an adequate substitute
for removal of the outer building entrance door locks.
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The subject garden apartment complex consists of 749 units located
either on the ground floor level or one flight up.  Access to each
apartment is gained by entering an outer entrance door which leads
into a vestibule.

In regard to the owner's statements concerning the improved lighting,
the Commissioner finds that while an outer entrance door containing
glass panes might increase visibility inside the vestibule, as does
improved lighting, the need for such increased visibility to detect
intruders inside the vestibule would be obviated if there was a lock on
the outer building entrance door, thereby requiring an intruder to
remain on the outside the building.  Furthermore, during the night, or
if attempting to conceal himself, an intruder would be more visible on
the outside of the building than on the inside, notwithstanding the
glass in the building entrance doors or the lighting.  

As to the intercom, the owner has testified that the purpose of its
"security package" is to reduce incidents of apartment break-ins. 
However, Professor Laubach testified that a bell and buzzer system
creates a false sense of security by encouraging tenants not to close
their deadbolt lock; and an intercom may actually facilitate such
break-ins by enabling a would-be intruder to determine whether
anyone is present in an apartment by merely ringing that apartment on
the intercom.

Concerning the alleged improvements to the apartment entrance
doors, it is found that the installation of mailslots, while possibly
facilitating delivery of mail, has, when combined with the removal of
the outer door locks, actually resulted in a decrease in security.  Even
if an intruder does not succeed in breaking into the apartment, he
would still be able to enter the vestibule and either drop something
into the apartment through the mailbox or vandalize the door by
damaging the mailslot.

*  *  *  *  

Additionally, it is found that the addition of deadbolt locks to the
apartment doors is not an adequate substitute for the removal of the
outer building entrance door locks.  While the deadbolt lock may
render the apartment door more difficult to open, this increased
difficulty is obviated by the fact that an intruder, intent on breaking
into an apartment, would be able to work at entering the apartment
while inside the vestibule rather than outside.  This, as discussed
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above, would result in a intruder being less visible and less open to
detection.

As to the provision of security patrols, the Commissioner finds
without merit the owner's contention that two guards patrolling 28
acres, in addition to two other garden apartment complexes, would be
able to deter apartment break-ins as efficiently as would locks on the
outer building entrance doors.

The Commissioner further notes that at a time when security is of
paramount importance, the installation of a vestibule intercom is not
an adequate substitute for the removal of a lock on an entrance door
to a building, the first line of defense against an intruder.

(Record on Appeal, pp. 82, 84)

The authority of the agency to determine whether in fact a modification of a required service

is proscribed by the Rent Stabilization Law was upheld by the Court of Appeals in Howard Carol

Tenant's Association v. New York City Conciliation and Appeals Board, 48 N.Y.2d 768, 423

N.Y.S.2d 911 (1979). aff'g. 64 A.D.2d 546, 406 N.Y.S.2d 845 (1st Dept. 1978).  In Howard Carol

Tenant's Association, the agency found as fact that despite the modification in that case, the owner

continued to provide the same level of service.  The owner had merely transferred responsibility for

janitorial service from its own employees to an independent contractor.  The service itself was

unchanged.

In the instant case, the entire security system was modified to the extent that tenants who had

always had locks on the outside of their buildings found that those locks had been removed.  After

considering all of the evidence, the agency found as fact that in this case the service had been

modified to an extent proscribed by the Rent Stabilization Law and Code.  See, Smith v. Popolizio,

108 Misc.2d 558, 438 N.Y.S.2d 62 (1981), aff'd, 89 A.D.2d 948, 454 N.Y.S.2d 435 (1st Dept. 1982).

It is well settled that the agency is the trier of fact.  Given the record in the administrative
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proceeding, the Commissioner was well entitled to find that the removal of the outer door locks

constituted a decrease in services for which an adequate substitute was not provided.  As the Court

of Appeals stated in the classic case of Matter of Stork Rest., Inc. v. Boland, 282 N.Y.2d 256, 26

N.E.2d 247 (1940):

Where there is conflict in testimony produced before the Board,
where reasonable men might differ as to whether the testimony of one
witness should be accepted or the testimony of another witness be
rejected, where from the evidence either of two conflicting inferences
may be drawn, the duty of weighing the evidence and making the
choice rests solely upon the Board.  The courts may not weigh the
evidence or reject the choice made by the Board where the evidence
is conflicting and room for choice exists.  Cf. National Labor
Relations Board v. Waterman Steamship Corporation, 309 U.S. 206,
60 S. Ct. 493, 84 L.Ed 704 decided unanimously by Supreme Court
of U.S., Feb. 12, 1940.  (emphasis added).

The issue before this Court is whether there is a rational basis for the determination of the

agency that the removal of the outer door locks constituted a decrease in services.  As held in Mid-

State Management Corp. v. New York City Conciliation and Appeals Board, 112 A.D.2d 72, 491

N.Y.S.2d 634 (1st Dept. 1985), aff'd on opinion below, 68 N.Y.2d 1032, 499 N.Y.S.2d 398 (1985):

The issue is not the truth or accuracy of the proof upon which the
CAB based its determination.  It was, rather, the reasonableness of the
CAB's conclusion.  Where such administrative determinations are
made by the agency responsible for the administration of the law, the
court is not to substitute its judgment for that of the agency.  Even
though the court might have decided differently were it in the
agency's position, the court may not upset the agency's determination
in the absence of a finding, not supported by this record, that the
determination had no rational basis (Mtr. of Plaza Management Co.
v. City Rent Agency, 48 A.D.2d 129, 368 N.Y.S.2d 178, affd. 37
N.Y.2d 129, 368 N.Y.S.2d 178, affd. 37 N.Y.2d 837, 378 N.Y.S.2d
33, 340 N.E.2d 468; Minton v. Domb, 63 A.D.2d 36, 406 N.Y.S.2d
772; Mtr. of Cale Development Co. v. CAB, supra).

Thus whether the Court agrees with the conclusion of the agency is not at issue.  If there is
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a rational basis for the agency determination, the determination may not be disturbed.  The finding

of fact in this case that the removal of outer door locks decreased security is eminently rational and

may not be disturbed.

The appellant erroneously argues that the lower court's decision should be reversed because

the State Division "has no rational standard for determining whether there has been a reduction of

protective services".  This argument confuses the "rational basis" standard for review of

administrative determinations and the question of whether an agency is required to enunciate

"standards" or "criteria" for reaching decisions in particular areas.  There is no legal requirement that

the State Division must issue such standards with regard to determining whether there has been a

reduction in "protective services".  The Rent Stabilization Law requires landlords to maintain

services.  These are further specified in the Rent Stabilization Code to include "protective services". 

Due process, contrary to appellant's assertion, does not demand further standards or criteria.  Indeed,

the issue as to whether protective services have been decreased is such as to depend on the individual

facts of each case before the agency, and is best determined on a case by case basis. 

As stated so well by the United States Supreme Court in SEC v. Chenery, 332 U.S. 194, 202-

203, 91 L.Ed. 1995, 2002 (1946):

...problems may arise in a case which the administrative agency could
not reasonably foresee, problems which must be solved despite the
absence of a relevant general rule.  Or the agency may not have had
sufficient experience with a particular problem to warrant rigidifying
its tentative judgment into a hard and fast rule.  Or the problem may
be so specialized and varying in nature as to be impossible to capture
within a general rule.  In those situations, the agency must retain
power to deal with the problems on a case-to-case basis if the
administrative process is to be effective.  There is thus a very definite
place for the case-by-case evolution of statutory standards.  And the
choice made between proceeding by general rule or by individual, ad
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hoc litigation is one that lies primarily in the informed discretion of
the administrative agency.  See Columbia Broadcasting System v.
United States, 316 US 407, 421, 86 L ed 1563, 62 S Ct 1194.

Moreover, upon closer analysis of the so-called "rational standards" proposed by the

appellant, it is clear that they are not standards.  Rather than being standards applicable to every case

involving protective services, they are an attempt by the appellant to substitute its own factual

analysis to the particular facts in the case at bar.  The appellant may wish to substitute its own

analysis of the facts, but it has not shown that the extensive and careful analysis of the Commis-

sioner, which was reproduced above on pages 7-9, was arbitrary or capricious.  

Appellant's ill-conceived attempt to suggest "standards" demonstrates the wisdom of

proceeding on a case by case basis in determining the degree of protective services, a determination

for which flexibility is required in light of the complexity of the area to be regulated.  This is a

situation in which human experience, as well as statistical and expert information, play a part.  See,

Suffolk County Builders Association, Inc. v. County of Suffolk, 46 N.Y.2d 613, 418 N.Y.S.2d 821

(1979).

Appellant further argues that the State Division "should have reviewed the combined effect

on the level of tenant security resulting from all of the improvements".  This argument, which is

again characterized by the appellant as a question of applicability of "standards", is in effect another

attempt to substitute its own judgment of the facts for that of the State Division.  Moreover, the State

Division did look at length (see pages 7-9, above) at the other improvements made by the petitioner

and found them to be an inadequate substitute.  The State Division's determination had a rational

basis as affirmed by the court below:
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The owner's assertion that respondent's decision is arbitrary and
capricious, without a rational basis and unsupported by the adminis-
trative record is also without merit.  In essence, the owner seeks to
reargue before this court its claim that the new security system is
superior, and that there was no decrease in security.  The DHCR,
however, determined that the outer entrance door lock were a required
service, and that the new security system, which included the removal
of these door locks, did not constitute an adequate substitute service. 
It is well established that the question of what constitutes a required
service, is a question of fact to be determined by the respondent
administrative agency.  Inasmuch as the owner has failed to demon-
strate that the agency's resolution of this issue is erroneous as a matter
of law, it is not subject to challenge in the courts.  (Matter of Korein
v Conciliation and Appeals Board of the City of New York, 57 NY2d
938; Fresh Meadows Assoc. v New York City Conciliation and
Appeals Board, 42 NY2d 925, affg 55 AD2d 559, affg 88 Misc 2d
1003.)  In addition, an administrative agency's assessment of the
credibility of witnesses and the inferences to be drawn from the
evidence presented are conclusive, if supported by substantial
evidence.  (Matter of DiMaria v Ross, 52 NY2d 771; Matter of Diotte
v Fahey, 97 AD2d 653.)  There is a substantial basis in the lengthy
administrative record to support the agency's determination herein
regarding the decrease in required services and the corresponding
decrease in security.  Finally, the agency's order regarding the
placement of the intercom system and mailboxes, and the reinforce-
ment of the glass door panels, has a rational basis in the record and is
not arbitrary and capricious.

(Record on Appeal, pp. 318-319)

Finally, appellants argue without merit that the State Division was barred by the doctrines

of res judicata and collateral estoppel from determining the issue of decreased protective services

because the issue was purportedly decided in a Civil Court action.  This argument was rejected the

the court below:

The owner's assertion that the DHCR was precluded from deciding
the issue of diminution of security services based upon a prior
decision of the Civil Court is without merit.  In challenging the
DHCR's jurisdiction in this matter, the owner has erroneously
asserted the bar of res judicata and collateral estoppel.  The Civil
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Court, in a decision dated October 24, 1984, dismissed the petition
for injunctive relief of the individual tenants, Florence and Robin
Fisher, "without prejudice to the rights of the parties in their present
pending proceedings before other tribunals that may have preference
over this court's decision." .  .  

(Record on Appeal, pp. 317-318)  The court below correctly concluded that the State Division still

had jurisdiction to determine the issue of decreased services. (Ibid.)

As the court below found, the administrative finding is not subject to collateral attack based

on the refusal of the Civil Court to order the owner to replace the locks.  In the first place, there was

no identity of issue between the Civil Court proceeding and the administrative proceeding.  The issue

before the Civil Court was whether the owner had breached the warranty of habitability, that is,

whether or not the premises was fit for human habitation.  The question of required services under

the Rent Stabilization Law was not an issue in the Civil Court proceeding.  There are many cases,

such as the one at bar, in which required services were decreased but the premises was nevertheless

fit for habitation.  Not only is the issue of required services distinctly different from that of warranty

of habitability, but, as has already been shown above, it is for the agency, not the Civil Court, to

determine questions regarding required services under the Rent Stabilization Law (Fresh Meadows

Associates, supra).

In addition, contrary to appellant's assertion, Judge Harbater's finding that the current security

system is at a higher level than the previous system was not an essential finding in his determination. 

As stated in Weinstein, Korn, Miller, 5 New York Civil Practice 5011.28,

In order to be given collateral estoppel effect, the issue must have
been "necessarily" determined in the first action; the finding in the
first action cannot be incidental or immaterial to the merits of that
action.

See, Hinchey v. Sellers, 7 N.Y.2d 287, 197 N.Y.S.2d 129 (1959); Ripley v. Storer, 309 N.Y. 506
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(1956); Silberstein v. Silberstein, 218 N.Y. 525 (1916); Rudd v. Cornell, 171 N.Y. 114 (1902);

Restatement 2d, Judgments, Section 27, comment (h) (2d ed. 1982); Siegel, New York Practice,

Section 465 (1978).  

In the Civil Court proceeding, Judge Harbater's finding regarding the relative worth of the

new and old systems was not "a finding essential to the judgment, from which the resolution of the

ultimate legal issue [warranty of habitability] necessarily followed".  Nor was it "a necessary step

in arriving at the final judgment".  Hinchey v. Sellers, 197 N.Y.S.2d 129, 133, 135.  The essential

finding in the Civil Court proceeding is contained in the following paragraph:

In addition, the court finds that the whole security and safety picture
of the areas used in common with other tenants as well as each of
their individual apartments are fit for human habitation and for the
uses reasonably intended by the occupants of these premises.

(Record on Appeal, p. 98)  Contrary to the appellant's assertion, Judge Harbater's denial of injunctive

relief was not based on his determination that security had been improved.  As Judge Harbater did

not have to conclude that the old system rendered the buildings unfit for human habitation, the

question of whether or not the new security system was superior to the old one had nothing to do

with the issue of breach of warranty of habitability.  In fact, it was a gratuitous finding, incidental

and immaterial to the question of warranty of habitability.

Furthermore, notwithstanding the strained argument of the appellant, the Civil Court

expressly stated that its findings were made without prejudice to the proceedings which were then

pending before other tribunals.  This clearly included the instant proceeding which was then pending

before the State Division.  Plainly, Judge Harbater did not intend his findings to preclude a

determination as to diminution of services by the State Division.
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The State Division's determination that there was a decrease in required services was

rationally based and is entitled to judicial affirmance

POINT II

THERE IS A RATIONAL BASIS FOR THE DETERMINATION
THAT A REDUCTION IN RENT WAS NOT WARRANTED IN
THIS CASE.

The State Division did not err, contrary to the conclusion of the court below, in holding that

a rent reduction was unwarranted in this case.  This is not a case in which an owner sought to ignore

or defy his legal obligation to maintain required 

services.  The owner in this case expended a considerable sum of money (it claims $900,000) in

extensive renovations of the subject property.  As the agency specifically found, the attempted

modification of the required service, though proscribed by law, was but one part of the owner's bona

fide effort to improve the premises after a prolonged period of deterioration under prior owners.  

For that reason the agency found that the imposition of a penalty in this case would be unjustified.

Were the State Division to reduce rents in this case, the sum would be substantial as

Division's determination involves a large complex of 746 apartments and the rent reduction would

cover several years.  Clearly, the State Division was reasonable in not imposing such a draconian

penalty under the unique circumstances of this case.  The State Division, in the exercise of its

equitable powers, justly and fairly determined that a rent reduction was unwarranted even though it

concluded that the outer door locks had to be restored.  The determination has a rational basis and

is thus entitled to judicial affirmance.  Mid-State Management Corp. v. New York City Conciliation

and Appeals Board, 112 A.D.2d 72, 491 N.Y.S.2d 634 (1st Dept. 1985), aff'd on opinion below, 68

N.Y.2d 1032, 499 N.Y.S.2d 398 (1985).  The lower court's judgment remanding the matter to the
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State Division to fix a rent reduction should be reversed.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, that part of the decision of the court below affirming the State

Division's finding of decreased services should be affirmed, that part remanding the proceeding to

the State Division to set a rent reduction should be reversed, and the respondent granted costs.

Dated:  Bronx, New York
 December 14, 1987

Respectfully submitted,

DENNIS B. HASHER
Attorney for Respondent
New York State Division of
Housing and Community Renewal
1 Fordham Plaza - 4th Floor
Bronx, New York 10458
(212) 519-5720

Richard Hartzman
of counsel
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